I ABSTRACT I

In the 15th century, Portuguese traders went down the coast of West Africa in search of spices, arriving in Sierra Leone in 1460. There, local artists began carving ivory objects for the Portuguese, who sent them home to Europe as luxury gifts and religious objects. One such artwork depicts the Tree of Jesse, a genealogical representation of Christ's ancestors. The same ivory image was also produced in Goa, India and in Sri Lanka after the Portuguese arrived in South Asia. How and why was the same image appropriated by artists from West Africa to South India to Sri Lanka?

Standard art historical narratives frame these objects of encounter as reproductions, especially when, as is often the case, they depict scenes from European prints. My research, however, focuses on the act of appropriation in diverse geographical locations and suggests that these visual responses give access to the voices of anonymous artists in some of the earliest colonial encounters in Asia and elsewhere. Each time the Tree of Jesse is appropriated, it is reborn in a new context with a new visual form and new meaning, pointing to the connected art histories of early modern art worlds.
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